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ABSTRACT As the need for cloud services has been growing steadily, the size and energy consumption of
datacenters have increased significantly over the past years. Due to economic and environmental constraints,
energy efficiency in datacenters and greenhouse emissions have become a major concern. Renewable energy
is widely seen as a promising solution to supply datacenters using local energy, without greenhouse gas
emissions. However, the intermittent power generation resulting from the use of renewable energy imposes
a paradigm change in the way energy and computation activities are managed. On the one hand, service
placement and scheduling may be used on the IT (information technologies) side to adapt to the available
power. On the other hand, the storage units may be used to lessen power generation variations. Existing
literature and actual deployment mainly design optimization algorithms including the entire system (from
cloud service to electrical management, the latter often being neglected or simplified). Conversely to these
approaches, we propose a solution where each side optimizes its own objectives, both interacting through
a negotiation loop process to reach a common agreement. In this paper, we present DATAZERO, a project
developing this idea to ensure high availability of IT services, avoiding unnecessary redundancies, under the
constraints due to the intermittent nature of electrical and cloud services flows.

INDEX TERMS Cloud datacenters, renewable energies, optimization, middleware, negotiation, power
models.

I. INTRODUCTION
Datacenters require a lot of energy to handle the IT load com-
ing from the ever growing demand for online services. Several
studies show that the energy demand on the IT industry is
increasing on a large scale and at dramatic speed, in par-
ticular due to the datacenter industry [10], [11], [25], [56].
Today, datacenters rely on one or several power grids to
supply the computing facilities with the demanding power.
The electricity coming from these grids can however be more
or less clean, in terms of CO2 emission or nuclear waste.
The development of renewable energies thus opens a way
to power datacenters in a cleaner way. Innovative initiatives

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Arup Kumar Goswami.

make the shift from traditional dirty powered architectures
to datacenters powered, at least partly, by renewable energy
from solar panels (Aiso, Phoenix IT, Intel, Sun, Google,
HP), from wind turbines (Google, OWC, Green House Data,
Baryonyx), from geothermal and hydropower (Greenqloud),
hydropower (Yahoo, Facebook) or from current generators
based on fuel cells (Panasonic). To show their involvement
towards more sustainable solutions, datacenter operators, like
Apple and Google for instance, offload their production of
green electricity to third party power providers, and pay
the so-called RECS (Renewable Energy Certificate System)
certificates. Doing this indirectly favors the production of
renewable energy and operators can publicize their efforts
in that direction. While worth mentioning, this solution is
mainly a commercial trick since electrons always come from
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the closest plants (might be coal). It also has several draw-
backs compared to local production, such as the losses in
transport and distribution (less than 10%).

Building a datacenter only fueled by renewable energy is
however a challenge. Both the renewable energy production
and IT load are intermittent, i.e., photo-voltaic panels are inef-
ficient at night, wind turbines only produce electricity with
wind and users submit their jobs when they want, but their
peak periods do not necessarily coincide. It is therefore essen-
tial to store the energy to make them match. Batteries usually
deployed in datacenters for handling short term incidents on
the power line, are however not able to cover incidents lasting
more than a couple of minutes or hours. Using electrolyzers
to produce Hydrogen (H2) from unconsumed power, storing
it in tanks and using fuel cells to produce electricity again
when needed is therefore complementary to batteries, wind
turbines and photo-voltaic panels. Typically, batteries can be
useful to store the extra power not consumed during the day to
then be used during the night, while hydrogen storage helps
to fill the power production gap between different seasons.
Complex power systems must thus be implemented to ensure
datacenter functioning.

Designing and operating a datacenter using renewable
energy and long term storage is thus not trivial. In addition
to choosing which type of power storage to use, there is a
need to optimize the IT load in relation to the energy avail-
ability, and conversely, to optimize the energy production in
relation to the incoming IT load. The sizing of the system
in terms of IT and electrical components is also a challenge.
Such optimization problems can be solved centrally, when
the whole system is known, from the IT and electrical point
of views. Such solutions have been subject to many works
in the past, but suffer from the poor scalability and lack
of dynamism when something changes on one of the sides.
We propose an innovative approach where the IT part and the
electrical part are able to handle and optimize their operations
independently, but also to negotiate among themselves when
necessary. For instance, when the IT load increases and more
power is needed, or when a cloud covers the sun and the
photo-voltaic production falls, each part may start to negotiate
with the other part if it cannot handle the problem on its own.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that such a
negotiation is introduced in this context to make the IT and
energy constraints match.

In the DATAZERO project (2015-2019), the objective is to
investigate the possible solutions to design and operate a dat-
acenter in the best way, fueled only by renewable energy and
that uses negotiation in case of unexpected events. In addition
to the design of an efficient negotiation process, the objective
also includes several aspects to get an holistic view of the
problem: the efficient power control and power dispatching
among different sources of energy, efficiently scheduling
tasks on the IT servers, not forgetting the underlying prob-
lems to do with electrical and IT sizing.

The main contribution of our approach is to address the
following issues and to group them in a common framework:

• propose a negotiation process giving hints to the opti-
mization solvers (IT management and electrical man-
agement). During the negotiation phase, solutions for
both electrical and IT sides are challenged and the best
trade-off for each part is chosen.

• favor an approach where each side, electrical and IT,
optimizes its own problem, instead of trying to solve
a global optimization problem where one centralized
algorithm knows all data (e.g., from electrical and IT
parts, from short term to long term management). This
way, both optimization problems can be solved using
different methods, for instance with heuristics or linear
programming, and independently, thus facilitating the
use of better suited solutions in particular cases.

• include several renewable power sources and storage
(solar panels, wind turbines, supercapacitors, H2 fuel
cells, batteries), modeling precisely their behavior with
equipment testing and including aging effects in a com-
prehensive microgrid infrastructure.

• integrate the modeling of application profiles and server
load profiles, allowing application execution at degraded
performance, giving more flexibility when scheduling
tasks, besides the classical effects on the IT equipment
and jobs (switch on/off servers, DVFS (Dynamic Volt-
age Frequency Scaling), migration).

• propose an innovativemiddleware facilitating communi-
cation and negotiation between the electrical and the IT
sides. The innovation lies in the fact that the middleware
copes with both real hardware and simulation, or a mix
of both (e.g., simulated electrical infrastructure and real
IT servers, or vice-versa).

The typical datacenter targeted by the project is about 1MW
peak of power demand, which is commonly encountered
in enterprises and public datacenters, while the IT load is
representative of Cloud services.

In this paper, some technical details are omitted due to lack
of space, but the interested reader can refer to the public deliv-
erables of theDATAZERO1 project for further information.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The

DATAZERO models, the electrical part’s design, and the
modeling of the constituting elements are given in Section II.
Section III presents the different modules optimization prob-
lems: IT Task Scheduling (III-A), Power Decision (III-B) and
Negotiation (III-C). Then, Section IV states the sizing prob-
lems for both IT and electrical sides. In Section V, we detail
the developedmiddleware; Section VI outlines the role of real
experiments used in conjunction with simulations. Finally,
Section VII surveys the related works and projects, while
Section VIII concludes the paper giving the next steps of the
DATAZERO project.

II. THE DATAZERO MODELS
The DATAZERO project aims to conceive an innovative
structure of a datacenter powered with renewable energy
sources. Depending on the datacenter’s size, the constraints,

1http://www.datazero.org
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models and solutions may differ. As a first approach, we shall
concentrate on datacenters installed on a ground area of
around 1000 m2 and that have an electric capacity of more
or less 1 MW, cooling consumption included, distributed on
two 500 kW branches that are used to provide N + 1 or 2N
redundancy. The most disruptive constraint introduced is that
we only use renewable energy produced locally within the
datacenter.

In this section, we present the models defined and used in
the project: the electrical architecture, with a particular focus
on the redundancy issues, the energy production and storage,
and at last the applications run on the IT resources. These
models represent the characteristics of a whole datacenter’s
different components, including the power production. They
are used in the next section as input of the optimization
problems.

A. TOWARDS A 2N DATACENTER ELECTRICAL
ARCHITECTURE
Redundancy is a main issue for datacenters when they must
guarantee the quality of their service to clients. From an elec-
trical point of view, redundancy is usually achieved by con-
necting the datacenter to several energy providers. According
to [55], a ‘‘2N’’ datacenter means that the datacenter architec-
ture comprises two complete power systems, each containing
N components, run in parallel to hot swap between each other
in case of failure. When using on-site and renewable energy,
these definitions do not however have the same meaning,
since the electrical supply does not rely on only one or two
supplies but on several sources.

For this reason, we propose electrical architectures for
datacenters meeting DATAZERO project constraints. One of
their innovations is to extend the new concepts that have been
designed in the GreenDataNet research project [24] to inte-
grate renewable production. In particular, we use the GDN
UPS (Green Data Net - Uninterruptible Power Supply) to
secure the green supply. We propose two new architectures,
named Classical N+1 and Breakthrough, designed to power
the datacenter’s electrical loads (the IT components and the
cooling) with respectively N + 1 and 2N redundancy. In the
next paragraphs, we detail the hypotheses for each architec-
ture. Advanced technical details on these architectures can be
found in [8].

1) ARCHITECTURE AND HYPOTHESIS FOR A CLASSICAL
N + 1 DATACENTER ARCHITECTURE
The Classical N+1 datacenter architecture intends to power,
at a reasonable cost, the datacenter with renewable energy
from Photovoltaic Panels (PV)/ Wind Turbines (WT)/ Fuel
Cells (FC)/ Lithium-Ion batteries (Li-Ion)/ etc. as shown
in Figure 1. In this architecture, one of the UPS, typically only
integrating a battery, is replaced with an advanced GDNUPS,
including renewable energy generation and hydrogen-energy
storage. This UPS is in charge of supplying the IT resources
with power or to distribute it to the storage elements if their
is surplus. A connection to the grid is available as backup in

FIGURE 1. Classical datacenter architecture with N + 1 redundancy
(Green + Grid).

FIGURE 2. Breakthrough architecture with 2N redundancy (Green +

Green).

case of local supply failure. Excess generation, if any, can also
be sold to the grid, although this is currently not considered
in the project. We set the following hypotheses for the design
of this architecture:
1) The target datacenter redundancy is N+1: N+1 redun-

dancy means that the number of components (genera-
tors, storage units and grid) provided is one more than
the number (N) of components needed [55]. It is also
considered as N+1 because the two power feeds are not
fully separated (a fault could shut both paths down).

2) In normal operation mode: The datacenter only uses
renewable power sources and does not access the Power
Grid. Power Grid connection is considered for two pur-
poses: to provide redundancy in case of failure and to
allow power resell.

3) Critical electrical loads (racks and servers supporting
the IT applications) are powered by two input branches
(approximately 50/50%).

2) ARCHITECTURE AND HYPOTHESIS FOR BREAKTHROUGH
DATACENTER ARCHITECTURE
The Breakthrough datacenter architecture is more ambitious,
as shown in Figure 2, since only green generation is used to
supply the electrical loads. It tunes hypotheses 1 and 2 from
the previous Classical N + 1 architecture, as shown below:
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1) The target datacenter redundancy is now 2N. This means
that the datacenter architecture comprises two complete
systems, each containing N components, running in par-
allel. For instance, the GDN UPS are doubled, and hot
swap between each one is feasible.

2) The power Grid is used in none of the modes (normal
or failure), neither for normal nor for critical loads. The
Grid connection is now optional and is only here to resell
excess power.

The excess power generated by the green sources, i.e., the
power not directly used by the loads, is preferably used to fill
the batteries and to generate hydrogen. When the batteries
and hydrogen tanks are full, the excess power can either be
sold to the grid or through Hydrogen resell process. We do
not however investigate further into reselling power in the
remainder of the paper and leave this for future work.

3) INNOVATIVE ASPECTS OF THESE DATACENTER
ARCHITECTURES
Considering ‘‘N+ 1’’ or ‘‘2N’’ power architectures for data-
centers is not novel, including when using renewable ener-
gies. However two aspects need attention: First, the GDN
UPS used in DATAZERO is itself an innovation, a one of
a kind equipment able to handle a peak load of 350kW,
dispatching the power coming from PV and WT, to short
term storage (Li-Ion) and long term storage (FC). It has
been extended from previous works [24]. Second, closely
studying the impact of such a novel equipment in terms of
real platforms and simulation in a common framework (see
Section V), and especially its link with the power dispatching
decisions, is new.

B. ENERGY SOURCES AND STORAGE MODELING
In this part, we detail more precisely what are the electrical
components used to power the datacenter, sources and stor-
age, and how they are modeled.

To supply the servers and the cooling system, a dedicated
power supply system is necessary. For both architectures
described earlier, the green power sources (PV and WT)
cannot reliably supply the power loads demanded by the IT
infrastructure, as they lack of flexibility and controllability.
Three complementary types of storage units are therefore
used. Supercapacitors, with their low energy but high power,
handle very short term fluctuations of power and ensure the
stability of the system. Batteries, with a much higher energy
capacity, enable to shift load or generation through time, but
only over a few minutes or hours. Finally, to account for
longer term variations and seasonal trends, hydrogen stor-
age (combining an electrolyzer to generate hydrogen from
electricity, hydrogen storage tanks, and fuel cells to generate
electricity from hydrogen) is also used. These different power
components are connected to the same DC (Direct Current)
bus, where the loads are also connected. DC/DC and DC/AC
(Alternating Current) converters are used to adjust the voltage
of individual components to the DC bus voltage. Together,
the obtained system is called a microgrid (Figure 3), i.e., a

FIGURE 3. Structure of the DC microgrid supplying the datacenter loads.

small power system with local loads, generation and storage,
that can operate isolated from the Power Grid.

To ensure reliable datacenter operation, the above compo-
nents must be controlled adequately through energy manage-
ment algorithms. As discussed in Sections III-B1 and III-B2,
models are necessary to decide how much power each
component should output, while meeting related operational
constraints, such as the balance between generation and con-
sumption, and the state-of-charge limits for batteries. Addi-
tionally, these models are used to simulate the electrical part
of the system, and to validate the correct operation of the
control algorithms before moving to physical experiments.
In the following, we illustrate our work on models through
the fuel cell example. Models for other electrical components
are similarly described precisely in [8].

In practice, models define the characteristics and behavior
of the components. For a fuel cell that converts hydrogen into
electricity, the model describes the voltage of the fuel cell as a
function of its output current which then enables to determine
the corresponding hydrogen consumption. Figure 4 illustrates
the behavior of our fuel cell model against measured results.
It showsmeasured (continuous) andmodeled (dashed) curves
for a new, used and end of life fuel cell.

In reality, the performance of components and devices
tends to degrade with time, for example due to materials’
wear. For a fuel cell, the internal resistance tends to increase,
so the voltage decreases. As a consequence, the maximum
output current and power also decrease, and an aged fuel
cell can only deliver a fraction of the output of a newer one.
To account for this phenomenon, aging is considered in the
proposed models, either using experimental data from partic-
ipating laboratories or results from the literature. As shown
in Figure 4, these data are used to derive prognostic models
providing component characteristics as a function of their
age.

In addition to enabling a realistic description of compo-
nents, these prognostic models provide a way for the energy
management algorithms and the negotiation to take decisions
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FIGURE 4. Fuel cell stack voltage curves from measurements run by
FEMTO-ST/FCLAB and resulting model output for different aging levels
(new, used and end of life).

that consider how the component performance will degrade,
with an impact on how soon the component should be
replaced. Such a factor is necessary as the marginal cost of the
primary sources in the system is close to zero; in other words,
wind and solar energy are free, and so is their storage. As a
consequence, decisions should include capital (replacement)
costs, and not only operation costs. An example is provided
in (1) for the fuel cell. The fuel cell is assumed to be able to
output a maximum amount of energy in its lifetime EfcMax,
and must then be replaced. The cost Cfc of operating the
fuel cell at a given power Pfc and for a given duration 1t is
therefore proportional to the capital costCfcCap of the fuel cell
and the share of the lifetime energy (or energy throughput)
consumed:

Cfc(Pfc,1t) = CfcCap
Pfc1t
EfcMax

. (1)

Similar principles are used for modeling the other elec-
trical components (PV panels, wind turbines, batteries, elec-
trolyzer, hydrogen tanks, and supercapacitors) in the system.
For each component type, several elements are connected
in series and/or parallel to increase the output power and to
form a microgrid that supplies the datacenter. For example,
several batteries are used to reach the necessary voltage and
storage capacity. The resultingmodels are then combined into
a power system simulator that reproduces the behavior of the
actual system, from initial data input (e.g., solar radiation) to
DC bus voltage.

C. IT MODELS
The IT side encompasses the hardware infrastructure such
as the servers organized in racks or the applications that are
executed on these servers.

1) HARDWARE MODEL
In classical datacenters, each rack includes not only servers,
but also support equipment such as networking or manage-
ment systems. Studies [29] show that the consumption of
this type of equipment is usually constant when powered on.

The model used in the DATAZERO project is then to have
a constant power consumption for a switched on rack along
with the power models of servers. Themodel for servers is the
classical [17] linear model linking power consumption and
computing load for a particular processor frequency. In most
cases, the dynamic element of the power consumption of a
server comes from the processor load.

The available levers to act on the IT power consumption
are the ability to switch on/off a rack or a server, the ability
to change the frequency of a processor and finally the ability
to migrate an application from a server to another. For each
of these levers, the models provide time and energy related
information. As an example, the model for switching on and
off a server provides the time needed to switch it on and off
and the energy consumed during the switch.

2) APPLICATION MODELS
One of the objectives of a datacenter is to efficiently run a
large number of applications. In DATAZERO, in order to
evaluate the quality of the proposed solutions and to solve
optimization problems, an accurate model of the applications
is needed. Energy constraints are however an issue in the
scheduling of these applications. Arrival of the applications
and the computing resources allocated to them can be com-
pletely different from time to time, due to power availability
for instance. For this reason, energy consumption charac-
teristics of the applications must be included in the model.
However, applications only consume power through their
resource consumption. In our model, we consider that the
energy consumed by an application depends on the resources
it consumes. This model is also used to simulate the behavior
of the resulting optimization processes.

Two models are used here: the application model intends
to model the energy consumption of one application, while
the workload model represents the arrival on the platform of
a set of applications.

Applications executed on a datacenter depend on the con-
text, and we focus in DATAZERO on Cloud applications.
Cloud applications can range from High Performance Com-
puting (HPC) applications to web services. We therefore dis-
tinguish between two kinds of applications: batch processes
with a due date (HPC applications for instance), or services
that never end and are expected to run at any time on the
platform. A due date is the expected date for the process to
end its execution. It is not a hard constraint: in case of overrun,
the process is not killed and continues its execution. Due dates
are used in QoS (Quality of Service) metric assessment.

Concerning application models, two aspects present an
originality in DATAZERO compared to similar works:

Application Profiles: Usually, applications consume
resources depending on their usage and on their work-
flow. For instance, a machine learning system usually
alternates between learning and usage of the learned
model. An application profile allows to describe the
phases of an application. A phase [16] is a period of
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FIGURE 5. Profile of a raytracing application with five main phases. The
first one is between 0 and 70s and is CPU-intensive, the second one is
between 70 and 90s and is I/O-intensive. Then the phases come back
alternatively.

FIGURE 6. Profiles of a raytracing application with two different settings.
The normal execution is on Figure 5. The profile resulting from the normal
mode on a slower hardware is on the left (it lasts twice as long as the
normal mode), the profile resulting from a degraded mode (i.e., requiring
less computing power and leading to a lower quality of service) is at the
right (it lasts less than the normal mode).

time where the application consumes a nearly constant
amount of resources. As an example, Figure 5 shows an
application with 5 phases where the resource consump-
tion is nearly constant. The resource consumption in this
example is related to CPU, memory and I/O consump-
tion. This figure shows that some time is needed when
resource consumption changes to detect a new phase.

Degradation levels: Several types of applications can adapt
their execution depending on the context, the so-called
elasticity. Under heavy load, they canwork in a degraded
level. A classical example is video streaming which can
reduce the encoding quality. An application can then
produce a set of profiles depending on the degradation
level, which can be used by the IT decision center to
execute the most relevant one depending on the context.
An example of degraded profiles for a single application
is shown on Figure 6. The three resulting profiles can
be used, depending on the decision of the IT scheduling
optimization. Note that a degraded execution can be
obtained by dynamically scaling the frequency of the
processors (DVFS) so that they consume less power,
as in [63].

The presented model is able to represent both kinds
of applications, from batch to services. The profile itself
as shown on Figure 5 is described in [61] and is a
XML description of the resources consumed over time.
In DATAZERO, the XML descriptions of the profiles have
been extended to take into account several degradation levels

for each application, to give more flexibility when dealing
with variable power availability (see [8] for details).

In the context of DATAZERO, the application profiles of
all tasks and the ones associated to each degradation levels
will be provided. In an actual production system, this infor-
mation is not available for not-yet executed applications. Sim-
ilarly to [16], we plan to use learning methods to predict the
profile of a running application as a function of its resource
consumption profile during the first minutes of execution,
as well as contextual data (information from user, type and
amount of data).

3) WORKLOAD MODEL
To assess the quality of the decision and optimization algo-
rithms, they must be tested against different set of applica-
tions, called workloads. A complete workload is composed
of the set of applications, each with the following related
information:
• Arrival time;
• Resource consumption profiles over time, using phases
(described in II-C2): processor, memory, I/O, network,
etc;

• Policy-related information: priority (representing that
some applications are critical compared to others), due
date (what is the deadline to execute an application),
application-related QoS [26], [47].

A workload is defined by a SWF file (Standard Workload
Format) following the standard described in [6] which gives
the requirements, priority and arrival time for each arriving
task or service. Along with this file, each task and service has
a phase description file providing its resource consumption
over time. Using these files, the IT scheduler decides when
and where to execute each ready application in order to abide
by the policy related information. Different policies will be
used in the context of DATAZERO to test several scenarios.

D. MODELS OF THE NEGOTIATION SYSTEM
One of the original proposition of the DATAZERO project
is to introduce a negotiation protocol to match the power
consumption of the IT resources with the power production
of the green sources, instead of doing a global optimiza-
tion of the problem. The aim of this negotiation protocol
is to introduce more dynamism when the initial conditions
change. To implement this negotiation protocol, we propose
to distribute the main roles of the power management in
three modules, namely IT Decision Module (ITDM), Power
Decision Module (PDM) and Negotiation Module (NM),
as shown on Figure 7. These modules represent the core of
the DATAZERO framework.

The modules cooperate by exchanging power profiles.
A power profile is a set of power values for the different
time steps of a given time horizon (the time interval used for
negotiation). The concept of power profiles is used for repre-
senting, at any time during a given time horizon, either: (i) the
power required for the IT part or (ii) the power proposed by
the electrical part. Several profiles could be submitted for the
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FIGURE 7. Negotiation architecture overview.

same time horizon. They can also be submitted for different
time horizons that correspond to different time scales (from
hours to days ahead negotiation).

The ITDM is in charge of managing the power needs
of the IT resources. It uses the power profiles defined in
the application model to compute a global power profile
that is then used as proposition for the Negotiation Module.
Conversely, the ITDM uses the profile negotiated with the
Negotiation Module to decide which application to run, and
which IT equipment to power on or off, depending on the QoS
constraints.

The PDM is in charge of managing the power sources
and storage. Based on the power system state, it proposes
power profiles to the Negotiation Module. Once a profile is
negotiated, the PDM is in charge of deciding which power
source or storage to engage.

The NM is in charge of making the power profiles match-
ing between the ITDM and the PDM. Its operation is further
explained in Section III-C.

A utility value is associated to each profile. This value
is computed by the corresponding DM (ITDM or PDM) at
the time it proposes the profile. This utility is a metric that
intends to value the quality of the profile for the DM. The
utility represents how it fits the current state of the DM,
the consumption forecasts and the confidence about these
forecasts. This concept of ‘‘utility’’ is closely related to the
one from Game Theory [50], representing the gain or loss
from the point of view of the concerned Decision Module.

III. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
In classical datacenters, only the IT resource scheduling is
addressed. Even if energy saving is an important concern,
the main objective remains the quality of service. In [54],
Orgerie et al. have presented different ways to improve
energy efficiency in datacenters.Mastelic et al. [49] have pre-
sented a survey on energy efficiency in datacenters. Sun et al.
have designed a scheduling algorithm to map tasks while
taking thermal constraints into account [60].

High availability in Cloud is allowed by a redun-
dant provisioning of the resources, despite the energy
consumption. Conversely, in DATAZERO, the energy is a
crucial constraint since it is limited by the infrastructure of
power sources and energy storage capacities. Consequently,
IT resources are limited by the energy availability over time;
IT scheduling algorithms have to take this constraint into
account. Moreover, power-related decisions should consider

the IT load, the stored energy and theweather forecast, as well
as short term and long term points of view, including aging.
Thus, power and energy components have to be managed in
order to satisfy the needed power for covering the IT load at
best.

In the following, the underlying optimization problems
to solve respectively the IT, energy and negotiation parts
are proposed. While the different optimization problems
could be solved by using either heuristics or exact methods,
we decided to showcase both possibilities here, without loss
of generality. For instance, the IT tasks scheduling problem
is solved using heuristics, while a linear program is proposed
for the electrical dispatching. The opposite could also have
been exposed easily. Note that, since these optimization prob-
lems are based on estimated input values (weather forecast,
expected load, . . .) that are not always trustworthy on the long
term, we only consider short time periods in the optimization.

A. IT SCHEDULING
The aim of IT scheduling is to allocate IT resources and
schedule tasks in order to satisfy power and resource con-
straints while respecting quality of service. The schedule
is made considering the infrastructure state (for example,
the already scheduled tasks, the computing nodes (servers)
that are powered on/off, the task profiles, etc.) and the avail-
ability of renewable energy, i.e., the power available during a
given time horizon.

As already stated, two kinds of tasks are considered in
DATAZERO: batch tasks and services. Batch tasks and ser-
vices can be executed at different quality levels (degraded,
where only part of the resources requested is delivered; or
non degraded mode, where all the resources requested are
delivered). The QoS for batch tasks is defined by the delay
between the due date and the end of execution time (or the
number of due date violations). For services, it is defined
as the ratio between the resource percentage required and
resource percentage obtained.

The IT scheduling algorithm will be called in different
cases:
• when a set of tasks has to be scheduled. The algorithm
computes different possible schedules, then sends the
corresponding power profiles to the NegotiationModule
(NM).

• when an event occurs on the power side, so that there
is not enough power to execute the planned workload,
the NM asks the IT Decision Module to recompute the
workload.

• after agreement with the NM, the IT Decision Module
aims to answer the following questions for each task:
when is it possible to schedule it, where (on which node)
and how (e.g., at which frequency)?

The results of the IT scheduling are either only one solution
for the final decision or a set of solutions during negotiation,
with QoS metrics associated to each of these solutions. These
metrics are used by the NegotiationModule in the form of the
utility presented in II-D in order to rank the profiles.
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The IT scheduling problem in DATAZERO will be tackled
using inputs, some constraints to be satisfied and an optimiza-
tion objective. These inputs are:

• a power profile on a given horizon
• a set of tasks to be scheduled during a given time horizon
• the current state of the system (tasks already scheduled
and in progress, status of physical and virtual machines)

• IT Infrastructure (Machines types and numbers,
Performance-Power ratio, associated characteristics,
green levers for On / Off, DVFS, Migrations: associated
energy and time costs).

Two constraints will have to be satisfied: (i) the power
consumption should be lower or equal to the power profile
given as input; (ii) the mapping found should respect the
resources availability (CPU, memory, machines, etc.).

The optimization objective is the maximization of the QoS,
for example the minimization of the number of exceeding
due dates. The mathematical formulation of this optimization
problem has been done in [9].

The problem could then be solved with (i) greedy algo-
rithms like Best Fit, presented in Algorithm 1, which tries to
fit the tasks in the node having the smallest power consump-
tion, respecting the power profile and resource constraints;
or (ii) with meta heuristics like Genetic Algorithm [5] or
linear programming (on small instances).

B. ENERGY MANAGEMENT
The Power Decision Module (PDM) is in charge of con-
trolling the operation of the electric components within the
system. It acts at two different time scales: the scheduling
addresses long term scale, while the dispatching addresses
short term. This led to two main optimization sub-problems:

1) Electrical Power Scheduling addresses the energy unit
commitments. This optimization problem aims at defin-
ing, periodically and with a horizon of several hours
to days, the power output of each component in the
power system. Based on both negotiation steps with IT
part (expected load) and weather forecast conditions,
it defines how each component will be used over the
selected horizon. The resulting schedule is especially
useful for determining the best way to use storage units
for an autonomous cycle usage of the datacenter, year
after year. In fact, this schedule guarantees step by step
the storage level such that overproduction periods com-
pensate underproduction periods (daily and seasonal
balance).

2) Electrical Power Dispatching addresses the power split
between components. This optimization problem aims at
defining, in real-time and at the timescale of the second,
the current set point of each component in the power
system in order to follow as much as possible the power
output resulting from the PDM optimization problem.
For example, the dispatching algorithm determines the
output of each electrical component, from the renewable

Algorithm 1 Best Fit Constrained by a Power Profile
Pseudocode
Data: Set of tasks in queue, set of available resources,

power profile for the considered time horizon
Result: Tasks with assigned time and processor

1 sortTasks(queue)
2 slotsUsed← dictionary〈processor, timeIntervalArray〉
3 while queue.hasTasks() do
4 t← queue.getTask()
5 processor← null
6 startStep← t.release
7 for currentP in availableResources do
8 if haveEnoughPowerToSchedule(t, currentP,
9 powerProfile) and verifyConstraints(t, currentP,
10 slotsUsed, startStep) then
11 if (processor 6= null

and energyIncrease(currentP) <
energyIncrease(processor)) or processor ==
null then

12 processor← currentP

13 if processor 6= null then
14 schedule(t, processor, startStep)
15 updateSlots(processor, slotsUsed, startStep, t)
16 updateProfile(powerpProfile, processor,

slotsUsed, startStep, t)
17 queue.remove(t);
18 else
19 startStep← stepSize
20 stepSize++

sources to the storage units, depending on the amount of
power decided by the negotiation process.

In the following, we detail these two sub-problems, using
the notations defined in Table 1. Note that, for interested
readers, a research report2 more extensively details the lin-
ear programs. Also for readability reasons we have limited
here the number of constraints and parameters, as the cut-in,
cut-off values for the wind turbines, to keep the essential ones
but they can be found in the report.

1) ELECTRICAL POWER SCHEDULING
Over a given time horizon, depending on weather conditions
and the expected IT power load given by the Negotiation
Module, the operations on the electrical components have to
be adequately scheduled to guarantee a yearly autonomous
usage of the datacenter. For example, if renewable energy
production is expected to be very low on the next day, the stor-
age units should be used to compensate the shortage. Thus,
day after day, electrical power scheduling has to decide if
storage devices charge or discharge, hour by hour, to make

2https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-02081951
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TABLE 1. Nomenclature.

this compensation mechanism possible. Moreover, this daily
compensation mechanism has to be expanded to a horizon
of one year because of seasonal variations. The optimization
problem for a given time horizon addresses this electrical
component management that guarantees the negotiated IT
power load, such that the daily and the yearly compensation
is maintained.

This type of scheduling can be formulated as a rolling-
horizon optimization problem, where the objective is to man-
age the long term storage as close as possible to the expected
level designed by the sizing study of the platform. An ideal
level of Hydrogen at the end of each scheduling horizon is
defined all over the year. The daily compensation is added
as a constraint of the optimization problem, along with the
ones that enforce the satisfaction of the IT power demand.
One can give a formulation of this problem as the following
mathematical program, considering these hypothesis:

• The time horizon, of duration T units of time, is dis-
cretized into K 1t small periods, each of them corre-
sponding to one index k ∈ J0,K − 1K;

• The ideal level LOHtargetd of hydrogen is known all
over the year, and precisely at the end of the horizon

t = d1t from the beginning of the year (0 ≤ d ≤ D/1t
with D the duration of one year in units of time);

• The power comes first from renewable sources (PV and
WT) and is directly used by the datacenter or stored
either in batteries (Li-Ion) as storage elements (SE) or
in hydrogen form, thanks to electrolyzer devices (EZ);
if the power from renewable sources is greater than the
power demand, the overproduction is stored into short
term (batteries) and long term (hydrogen tanks) storage
devices;

• The power Pfck delivered at each time step k by the fuel
cell is bounded by Pfcmin and Pfcmax; if the fuel cell is
in use at time step k , its power value is proportional to
the hydrogen quantityQfck that is consumed during that
period of time (Equations (4) and (11));

• The power Pezk delivered at each time step k by the
electrolyzer is bounded between Pezmin and Pezmax;
if the electrolyzer is in use at time step k , its power
value is proportional to the hydrogen quantity Qezk
that is produced during that period of time (Equa-
tions (5) and (12));

• The state of charge SOCk of the batteries at time step
k depends on the previous time step, the auto discharge
rate σ and the power of charge Pchk or discharge Pdchk
(Equations (6) and (7));

• The level of hydrogen LOHk stored at time step k is
bounded between 0 and LOHmax and depends on the
hydrogen consumption (Equations (8) and (14));

• The level of hydrogen stored as LOHK at the end of
the horizon T should be as close as possible to the
target LOHtargetd to maintain the sustainability of the
datacenter (Equation (2));

• The batteries only assure the daily smoothing. Then,
the state of charge of the battery should be the same after
each 24 h run (Equations (9) and (10));

To define the power scheduling during time horizon T ,
the following mathematical problem has to be solved to com-
pute the variable values that minimize the difference between
the targeted ideal level of hydrogen (LOHtargetd ) and the one
(LOHK ) obtained at the end of the horizon (Equation (2)):

Minimize |LOHtargetd − LOHK | (2)

Subject to: ∀k ∈ J0,K − 1K
Ploadk ≤ Pwtk + Ppvk + (Pfck + Pdchk )ηinv

− (Pezk + Pchk )ηinv (3)

Pfck1t = LHVh2 × Qfck × ηfc (4)

Pezk1t = HHVh2 × Qezk/ηez (5)

∀k ∈ J0,KK and if Pchk−1 > 0

SOCk = min{(1− σ )SOCk−1
+ ηchPchk−11t, SOCmax} (6)

∀k ∈ J0,KK and if Pdchk−1 > 0

SOCk = max{(1− σ )SOCk−1

−
Pdchk−1
ηdch

1t, SOCmin} (7)
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∀k ∈ J0,KK
LOHk = LOHk−1 + Qezk−1 − Qfck−1/ηtank

(8)

SOCK = SOC0 if K < 24 (9)

SOCk = SOC0 if K ≥ 24 and k%24 = 0

(10)

Bounds: Pfcmin≤Pfck≤Pfcmax ∀k ∈ J0,K − 1K (11)

Pezmin≤Pezk≤Pezmax ∀k ∈ J0,K − 1K (12)

SOCmin≤SOCk≤SOCmax ∀k ∈ J0,KK (13)

0 ≤ LOHk ≤ LOHmax ∀k ∈ J0,KK (14)

Initial conditions: LOH0 = LOHinit

SOC0 = SOCinit

The mathematical program has been linearized [28] to
be solved using an Integer Linear Program solver such as
Gurobi [31]. The result of such a commitment is a power
profile over time that each component of the power system
has to respect step by step. However, as there is significant
uncertainty on input data (e.g., on renewable generation and
IT load), the scheduling algorithm has to be able to period-
ically propose new solutions that take new constraints into
account. To define an appropriate time window we have
tested several configurations with different real-case traces
with windows of 24, 72, 168 hours. Our results show that a
72 time window allows the best decisions since the 24 hour
one generates too much variations while the 168 one use
inaccurate forecasts.

This formulation is a first approach of the electrical power
commitment that minimizes the difference between a level of
hydrogen target and the level of the hydrogen computed at
the end of the period to ensure the seasonal offset. In order
to obtain consistent solutions, mutual exclusion constraints
have been added before the linearization step to guarantee a
normal usage of the storage devices (e.g., charge/discharge of
the batteries, fuel cell vs electrolyzer).

Note that, as the decision process uses a 72 hour time
window, the time period is too short to have a noticeable
change in SOH (State of Health), linked with the aging,
of the components. We therefore do not take it into account.
On the other hand such SOH could easily be introduced by
changing the characteristics of the components, e.g. SOCmax
and SOCmin for the batteries, between two computations.
If the PDM does not find any solution that respects all

the problem constraints because of uncertainty on input data,
a new negotiation has to be requested to converge to a power
profile demand that is compliant with the power component
states. In this case, the Power Decision Module receives new
profiles or proposes alternative power profiles for which the
distance – in term of power to deliver –with the current profile
is as small as possible, and it exhibits new power compo-
nent commitments. When a new profile is chosen at the end
of a negotiation process, a new electrical power scheduling
optimization problem has to be solved: (i) for the next time

horizon or (ii) for the period of time that ends when external
events make the current solution obsolete (e.g., unexpected
changes in power production due to a passing cloud on PV,
electrical problem of one power component, etc.).

2) ELECTRICAL POWER DISPATCHING
As introduced above, several energy sources and storage units
are used to supply the datacenter. This implies that each
component must be accurately controlled to respect its own
operation constraints (e.g., state-of-charge limits of batteries)
as well as the system constraints (e.g., power generation must
be equal to power consumption at any time). This is achieved
by the dispatching algorithm of the PDM, for which the main
goal is to ensure the electrical stability and security of the
system.

Due to its very short operation time frame, the algorithm
does not use any prediction, and is thus purely reactive.
Dispatching is also required to compensate for the errors
arising from the schedules established earlier by the electrical
commitment algorithms. For example, due to uncertainty on
PV generation and on IT load, the preliminary schedule may
be slightly erroneous, which means that the dispatching algo-
rithm has to compensate the forecasting errors by changing
the output of some components (e.g., by increasing the battery
discharge power).

A simplified formulation of this problem is given below for
a given value of pulse k > 0, which represents the time rate
at which a new dispatching has to be done, depending on the
previous state:

Minimize |Ploadu − (Pwtu + Ppvu + (Pfcu + Pdchu)ηinv

−(Pezu + Pchu)ηinv)| (15)

Subject to: Ploadu ≤ Pwtu + Ppvu + (Pfcu + Pdchu)ηinv

− (Pezu + Pchu)ηinv (16)

SOCu = (1− σ )SOCu−1 −
Pdchu−1
ηdch

1t

+ηdchPchu−11t (17)

Pfcu1t = LHVh2 × Qfcu × ηfc (18)

Pezu1t = HHVh2 × Qezu/ηez (19)

LOHu = LOHu−1 + Qezu−1 − Qfcu−1/ηtank
(20)

Bounds: Pfcu ≤ Pfcmax (21)

Pezmin ≤ Pezu ≤ Pezmax (22)

SOCmin ≤ SOCu ≤ SOCmax (23)

0 ≤ LOHu ≤ LOHmax (24)

Pfcu ≥ 0

Pezu ≥ 0

Initial conditions: LOH0 = LOHinit

SOC0 = SOCinit

Pfc0 = 0

Pez0 = 0
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In the above formulation, the objective is to minimize the
difference between the power load and the total power from
the sources and storage units, i.e., minimize the power imbal-
ance (Equation (15)). The constraint given in Equation (16)
is that the total generation and output of storage units should
be at least equal to the load. The Equation (17) updates
the state-of-charge of the battery, while the Equation (18)
updates the level of hydrogen in the tanks. The bounds are
similar to those used for the scheduling problem formulation
(Equations (21)–(24)).

This formulation is very similar to the electrical power
scheduling formulation presented above, except that the
scheduling fixes K values for each mentioned variable along
the whole time horizon K1t . For all k ∈ J0,K − 1K, the
dispatching optimization considers a time horizon 1t dis-
cretized in n pulses of length δt time units. For a given value
of k and any pulse u ∈ J0, n− 1K (k1t ≤ uδt < (k + 1)1t),
the value of variables obtained by solving the scheduling
problem are the setpoint values of the target controller. To be
efficiently solved in real time, the mathematical program has
first been linearized.

This control in real time allows for delivering the power
load reference that the energy components have to pro-
vide. Considering all available sources and some natural
uncertainties (weather, faults, incidents, etc.), an efficient
reflex-dispatching has to be implemented. For example, a set
of expert rules (e.g., use the battery in priority) or a Fuzzy
Logic-based control in [51] is implemented to locally change
the power dispatching between sources impacted by an unex-
pected (non predicted) event.

C. NEGOTIATION BETWEEN IT AND POWER SYSTEM
The goal of this optimization problem is to find an agreement
between IT power consumption and electrical production.
The Negotiation Module aims at guiding both decision opti-
mization modules ITDM and PDM in order to converge
to a power profile: (i) close to the one requested by IT
and (ii) feasible by the electrical system. Without constraints,
IT Decision Module prefers to execute jobs when it is bet-
ter for QoS. However, this is unlikely to match with the
best usage of renewable energy and storage devices. It is
mandatory to compare the power coming from the execution
of IT requests with the energy availability computed by the
PDM. The Negotiation Module objective is to clinch the
deal between the needs and constraints of the two Decision
Modules (DMs).

The negotiation does not aim at solving a global optimiza-
tion, but rather to find a good trade-off with as little specific
information as possible. The detailed models of the IT and
electrical infrastructures and their internal constraints are not
known by the Negotiation Module. To find a compromise,
the negotiation process only uses a few metrics associated
to each power profile sent by the decision modules (e.g.,
the utility metric).

Figure 8 gives an overview of the information exchanged
during the negotiation process. A complete negotiation

FIGURE 8. Illustration of the negotiation process, with the information
exchanged between the Decision Modules and the Negotiation Module.

is usually completed through multiple successive rounds.
At each round, the Negotiation Module may send a set of
‘‘hint profiles’’ to the ITDM or PDM for the next round.
Those hint profiles are used to guide each Decision Module
to some parts of the solution space considered attractive by
the Negotiation Module. Based on their own information and
on the previous hint profiles, the Decision Modules send
new power profiles to the Negotiation Module. Doing so,
the profiles are refined step by step from each side in order
to explore the possible solutions and to find a reasonable
compromise.

The negotiation begins at the initiative of either ITDM
(new tasks submitted, tasks finishing, etc.), PDM (changes in
the production forecast, failing element, etc.) or Negotiation
Module (NM) itself (to guarantee continuity in case a long
time is spent without negotiation).

The Negotiation Module implements the following steps
to find an agreement: First, if one of the DM (ITDM or
PDM) starts the negotiation process, the Negotiation Module
receives a negotiation request, containing power profiles,
each with its utility metric. If instead the negotiation starts
at the Negotiation Module’s initiative, the NM generates an
initial set of hint profiles based on the results of previous
negotiations. Until a satisfying solution is found or the maxi-
mum number of iterations is reached, the NegotiationModule
sends hint profiles to both DMs, waits for their reply with
counter-proposals and generates next hint profiles. To obtain
these next hint profiles, the NM tries to match previously
received power profiles of both DMs.

Different matching algorithms could be used, each one
leading to different behaviors in terms of exploration and
convergence. For instance, the Negotiation Module could
identify the time steps for which the profiles diverge and
generate accurate hint profiles taking account the amount of
power that should be either restricted or increased.

Using a game theory approach, the Negotiation Module
selects the best combinations of profiles to continue the nego-
tiation.

As soon as a profile that enables reaching an agreement
with both DMs is found, considering that the utility is
high enough for both, the negotiation ends. In that case,
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a reasonable compromise has been found. The selected pro-
file is then sent to the PDM and ITDM, informing them
about which profile has to be implemented for the concerned
time horizon. However, if no compromise is found after
a certain number of iterations, the negotiation phase ends
anyway. A profile is then chosen from the ones sent by the
PDM, in order to implement it (therefore guaranteeing that
a decision is made). A new negotiation is started for another
time horizon when a new event occurs, even if the previous
time horizon is not completed yet.

IV. INFRASTRUCTURE SIZING
Defining the datacenter infrastructure implies to define how
many IT resources, power sources and storage units are
needed. Electrical and IT sizing problems aim at defining
how to build the datacenter for the electrical and the IT
parts. These sizing problems consider the most challenging
scenario of a datacenter that does not use the Power Grid,
called breakthrough infrastructure in II-A2.
Finding the most appropriate infrastructure of the whole

datacenter is a complex optimization task that links both IT
and Electrical sizing. A modeling that is able to join the
two sizing problems in one optimization problem is proba-
bly the right approach. Moreover, if the usage of the data-
center depends on the infrastructure, the infrastructure also
depends on the usage of the datacenter. An additional iterative
approach has to be carried out during this sizing task, taking
the interaction with the usage into account. At the same time,
a certain level of robustness will be introduced within this
optimization process to make the datacenter as efficient as
possible, even if usage conditions are changing to a given
extent. One option is to consider pessimistic scenarios that
imply to slightly oversize the long term storage to handle at
the same time bad weather conditions and an increase of the
computation load.

The principle of an electrical sizing is the following. If the
datacenter aims to be autonomous in terms of energy produc-
tion, the totality of the energy comes from primary sources.
The specification is to deliver twice a power of 500kWwithin
a 2N infrastructure, meaning that the sizing has to be able to
overcome a large power shortage.

As the primary sources (PV and WT) are intermittent,
the lack of energy production in winter must be balanced
by an overproduction in summer. This overproduction is
converted into Hydrogen (H2) to constitute the long term
storage. The H2 is stored into low pressure tanks. Given the
efficiency of this reversible process and the energy production
difference between days, it is possible to know: (i) how much
energy is produced by the primary sources, (ii) the amount
of energy that has to be stored. It is also possible to know
how many H2 tanks are needed. However, an optimization
stage is necessary to know where the primary energy comes
from (PV or WT). This depends on different objectives that
have to be exhibited to measure their impact on the sizing.
This sizing has to be completed with a short term energy
storage that balances primary energy production fluctuation

FIGURE 9. Primary energy produced by PV and WT.

between nights and days. These short-term storage devices
consist of batteries whose number will be determined by this
fluctuation. Similarly, very short-time disturbances will be
controlled using supercapacitors close to each primary source
and their power electronics.

As an illustration of our approach, we propose the sizing of
the WT and PV platform in the particular case given in [27].
In this case, we assume that the wind speed distribution can be
represented as a typical curve of the photovoltaic system [48].
The production of primary source’s energy during one year
linearly increases when days get longer and linearly decreases
when days get shorter (see Figure 9).

As a result, it is obvious to find the best energy production
day n/2 (with an energy production of E) and the worst one
n (with a production of e) as shown in Figure 10. Let D
be the energy demand for one day of the data-center. If we
consider thatD has a constant value over each day of the year,
considering our model, the overproduction of each day has
to offset the underproduction of another day. And using both
wind turbine and photo-voltaic panel models, we can estimate
their electrical production in kWh during these two days. This
allows us to evaluate the needed energy in a first step and the
primary source sizing in a second step. The energy production
E can be expressed as:

E =
D× (1+ η)
(η + α)

,

where η is the efficiency ratio of the long term storage (elec-
trolyzer and fuel cell) and α is the proportional coefficient
between E and e (E = αe).

For instance, for the particular case given in [27], we found
that the best configuration was to use only 1 wind turbine
(500 kW) and 4787 m2 of solar panel to meet the needs
of a workload which consumption varies between 100 and
500 kW.

Taking into account the storage efficiency, the model intro-
duced is not accurate anymore. The overproduction part needs
to be larger than the lacking production part, as it is multiplied
by the storage efficiency. The real model representing the
system can be defined in Figure 11.

The sizing of the hydrogen system consists of computing
the area of the triangle above the demand as in (25), in order
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FIGURE 10. Primary energy produced by PV and WT, respectively for the
best and the worst day.

FIGURE 11. Required overproduction (gray part) for long term energy
storage that takes efficiency ratio into account.

to get the energy to be provided:

EH2 =

D×24×(1+η)
η+α

×
n
2

2
. (25)

Finally, this energy is converted into a volume of hydrogen
to get the number of hydrogen tanks needed to store enough
energy for the underproduction period.

At the same time, the IT sizing has to evaluate the accurate
IT infrastructure that: (i) is the most efficient in terms of
computation; and (ii) does not consume more than the power
profile defined by the Electrical part. The link with the Elec-
trical problem sizing is that choosing the IT infrastructure has
an impact on this profile, on the way the power demand is able
to change and on the dynamics of these changes. This is the
reason why it is mandatory to build an unique model for the
infrastructure sizing.

V. MIDDLEWARE
All the previously presented concepts are implemented in
the DATAZERO platform, a testbed designed to validate
our propositions. The objective of this platform is to sup-
port interactions between the IT environment and the power
management that controls the renewable power sources. The
platform is composed of three main parts, the IT System,
the Negotiation System and the Power System, together with
the Information System that traces all the activity in the plat-
form and feeds the GUI System. Figure 12 gives a global view
of the DATAZERO platform architecture with its main parts:

FIGURE 12. Global view of the DATAZERO architecture.

• The IT System is composed of the datacenter man-
ager that monitors the datacenter (it can be either sim-
ulated with DCWoRMS [37], SimGrid [4] or real as
an OpenStack [53] environment) and the IT Decision
Module (ITDM) that interacts with both the datacenter
resource manager and the Negotiation Module (NM).
It takes decisions concerning IT resources allocation.

• The Power System is composed of the power com-
ponents (simulated, emulated or real, as described in
Section VI) and the Power Decision Module (PDM)
that interacts with both the power components and the
Negotiation Module to take decisions concerning power
components operations.

• The Negotiation Module (NM) that interacts with both
the ITDM and the PDM to arbitrate between the IT
power demand and the availability of power that the
Electrical side is able to produce.

• DataZero Information System has two main objectives.
It stores all messages sent at system level, allowing post-
analysis, replay sequences and extraction of specific
data for other module usage. It also stores system activ-
ities in structured tables, to easily extract information
for a Graphical User Interface (GUI). The Information
System uses the MariaDB database.

• The GUI is based on a Web interface built to monitor
several parameters in the overall datacenter. It is devel-
oped with the Angular framework, using ‘‘Web Server
data provider’’ to retrieve data via HTTP requests. This
graphical interfacemay serve as a control console to tune
the policies of decision modules in the future.

By distributing the management of the whole platform into
distinct modules, rather than grouping all the decisions in
only onemodule, we enforce the possible development and/or
deployment of dedicated policies, and particularly dedicated
optimization algorithms as previously presented.
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These modules interact with other external information
providers to gather information used in their decision pro-
cesses, e.g., weather forecast and other environmental con-
ditions, workload, etc. A monitoring tool is implemented
within the platform to give a global view of the system
dynamics through the GUI. This monitoring tool gathers all
the information available in the system and aggregates them
into pertinent indicators.

As the modules may not be run on the same hosts, their
interactions rely on network communications. To connect the
modules, we use a middleware layer that supports these com-
munications. Communications between modules are usually
asynchronous and more on a peer-to-peer scheme than on a
client-server mode. For that reason, we choose a Message
Oriented Middleware (MOM) to facilitate the information
distribution inside the platform. MOMs usually allow sev-
eral communication modes as: (i) peer-to-peer, based on
a message queue; or (ii) event-oriented, based on a topic
object on which publishers can broadcast an event message
to the subscribers of the topic. Moreover, as an intermediate
between the communication protagonists, MOMs can imple-
ment additional services such as transaction management
or exchange recording (persistence). For the DATAZERO
platform, we use the ActiveMQ3 MOM.
On this message bus, several topics are defined to struc-

ture the exchanged information, one for each type of event
triggered in the platform. Every module willing to access
an information is subscribing to the corresponding topic.
We choose to allow a large access to information inside
the platform and every event is exposed through a topic
to all modules connected to the bus. More than 35 topics
are defined in the platform and a new one can easily be
added to guarantee the platform evolution. For instance,
the IT_MACHINE_CHANGE_STATE topic is used to send
and receive machine switch on events.

ActiveMQ supports several communication protocols at
low level, such as OpenWire, AMQP or Stomp. This facil-
itates its use in heterogeneous environments or the addition
of new modules. ActiveMQ also supports several program-
ming languages such as Java, C++ or Python. Depend-
ing on the module, the development is done in one of
these three languages and, for that reason, the low level
protocol used in the platform is AMQP. Moreover, to
facilitate the communication between heterogeneous com-
ponents, possibly written in different languages, we choose
to encode the messages in JSON (JavaScript Object Nota-
tion), a lightweight data-interchange format. In modules writ-
ten in Java, we use the Gson4 library to translate the Java
objects used in the modules into JSON. For each event
in the platform, a message type is defined and its JSON
scheme generated. For instance, when a machine changes its
state, a machineChangeStateMessageContents is

3http://activemq.apache.org/
4https://github.com/google/gson

FIGURE 13. Code: Excerpt of the JSON format for the
machineChangeStateMessageContents.

FIGURE 14. System overview, including simulators (datacenter simulator
and power system simulator) and physical parts (IT OpenStack and PHIL).

generated. The following code (Figure 13) gives the JSON
format of this message.

VI. REAL HARDWARE, SIMULATIONS
In order to test and validate the correct operation of the
system, simulations and experiments are required. First,
simulations are needed to validate component models, and
make sure they adequately describe their behavior accurately.
When necessary, parameter tuning can also be done based on
actual experiment results taking into account measurement
bias [13]. Simulations are also useful to validate the correct
operation of the control and energy management algorithms,
e.g., with respect to the balance between supply and demand.

Then, as explained in Section II-B, models are simplified
and approximated representations of actual, physical com-
ponents, so experiments are also needed. Such experiments
are designed to verify whether the simulations results are
valid, or if adjustments in the models or control strategies are
required (for example, if a phenomenon that was neglected
should not be). As a consequence, electrical and IT optimiza-
tion will be validated for some parts with simulations and
some others with real hardware. An overview of the system is
shown in Figure 14, where both simulation and experimental
parts are shown, for both the power and IT sides.

To ensure a correct synchronization of the simulated parts,
IT and electrical, a metronome is introduced. Thismetronome
is a server in charge of giving a common tick to the different
simulators so that they synchronize their virtual time and run
at the same speed. The metronome is needed because both
sides use different simulation environments that may run at
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FIGURE 15. Proposed PHIL testbed for experimental validation of the
models and control strategies.

different speeds. Moreover, the metronome is also necessary
to allow to mix simulated parts and real control in the same
experiment. Remember that the IT or the Power system can be
either real or simulated, complexifying their synchronization.
In that case, the metronome gives a reference time to the
simulated part so that it stays at the right time step, following
the real platform. Finally, the metronome is not used when
both parts run on actual hardware without simulation.

A. ELECTRICAL SIDE
As a first step, a power system simulator is created in Matlab
in order to simulate the behavior of the microgrid and its
interactions with the other modules, such as the PDM. This
simulator includes the electrical components’ models and
enables a preliminary validation of the control and energy
management strategies, e.g., for dispatching and scheduling.

The next step would be a physical, full scale experiment.
However, such demonstrations are costly, and expenses can
easily amount to severalmillion euros for aMW-scale system.
A small scale experiment is thus used, where some compo-
nents are emulated or only simulated.

To do so, a concept called Power Hardware-In-the-Loop
(PHIL) is used. PHIL combines virtual and physical elements
into a single system. The size of physical components is also
usually smaller (e.g., at the kW scale instead of the MW
scale), which implies significant savings with limited loss of
representativeness. For example, the test-bed can include: i) a
real photo-voltaic power plant and batteries, ii) an electronic
load to represent the datacenter load (and absorb the output of
the above components), and iii) real-time simulated-models
for the rest of the system, such as for the hydrogen storage
system. Another advantage of such a setup is the ability to
run critical tests that could not be achieved in reality, such
as short circuits. An example of proposed test setup is shown
in Figure 15.

In order to be integrated with the IT side, the PHIL testbed
is interfaced with the middleware. Messages including mea-
surements, set points, and profiles are exchanged between the
different components, the PDM and the rest of the system.
It is also expected that the entire system should not know
whether the microgrid is simulated, partially emulated with
PHIL, or entirely real. By extension, the electrical part and
IT part can be run in two different locations, without much
impact on the results.

B. IT SIDE
For the IT side, we also consider the two different approaches,
through an IT simulator and using a real infrastructure. Here,

FIGURE 16. Utility of both ITDM and PDM over the several rounds of
negotiation.

the objective is to be able to simply replace the simulator
by the real infrastructure without any modification of the
IT Decision Module. For this reason, the simulator needs to
provide the same abstraction as the real platform and the same
communication protocol.

For the simulated environment, we use SimGrid [4] which
is a distributed system simulator. It aims to evaluate allocation
and scheduling policies for a given workload on a given
infrastructure. Different metrics are computed and green
levers such as DVFS [30] or task migration can be simulated.
For the real platform, we use OpenStack,5 a cloud operating
system that allows us to control compute, storage, and net-
working resources of datacenter through an API.

The communication between the IT Decision Module and
the two different environments (real or simulated) is done
using the middleware presented in Section V and ‘‘plugins’’
on Simgrid and OpenStack. When the ITDM sends messages
that concern the IT infrastructure, they are interpreted by
these plugins that: (i) translate the messages received to
known commands in Simgrid or (ii) calls specific functions
in the OpenStack API, when considering the real platform.

C. PRELIMINARY NEGOTIATION RESULTS
1) CONVERGENCE
As a proof of concept, in Figures 16 and 17, we present
the preliminary results of the negotiation algorithm in an
integration with different modules. The objective is to find
a compromise in power profile while respecting the utility
of both ITDM and PDM. In this experiment, we use real
data, i.e., the IT workload generator comes from [12] and the
weather conditions used to compute the power profile come
from [58].

Figure 16 presents the change in the utility of both ITDM
and PDM over 29 negotiation rounds, and Figure 17 shows
the proposed power profiles from each module during nego-
tiation. The distance between the profiles proposed by ITDM
and PDM is showed in Figure 18. The distance is defined as
the inversion of Pearson correlation. With T being the time
window, the distance between two profiles x = {x1, . . . , xT }

5https://www.openstack.org/
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FIGURE 17. Best matching profiles proposed by ITDM and PDM for each
round of negotiation.

FIGURE 18. Distance between the best matching ITDM and PDM profiles
over the negotiation rounds.

and y = {y1, . . . yT } is given as√∑T
i=1 (xi − x̄)2

√∑T
i=1 (yi − ȳ)2∑T

i=1 (xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)
,

where x̄ and ȳ are the average power levels of x and y,
respectively.

In the figures, at the early negotiation rounds, the utili-
ties of ITDM and PDM fluctuate, and the distance between
their profiles is large. After negotiating by exchanging hints,
the ITDM and PDM gradually generate more similar pro-
files, a compromise for both; then the utilities head toward
stable points, and the distance is reduced. As in Figure 17,
starting at round 13, the ITDM profile and PDM profile are
relatively close to each other; their corresponding distance
in Figure 18 also reaches a lower value and stops changing.
In our designed algorithm, the negotiation is stopped when
either a maximum number of iterations (i.e., 29) is reached,

TABLE 2. Performance comparison.

or the distance between ITDM profile and PDM profile is
smaller than a threshold, or that distance remains unchanged
for a predefined number of iterations. Note that, in the pre-
sented experiments, we have disabled the second and the third
conditions in order to validate the convergence and stability
of the negotiation algorithm.

The algorithm converges starting at round 13, then we can
implement the PDM profile as the final solution. We imple-
ment the PDM profile because it is the feasible power that the
PDM can supply. If there is a gap between the final ITDM and
PDM profiles, the ITDM still has to accept the PDM power
supply.

2) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We compare the results of our negotiation algorithm with
the IT-leaded Best-Fit (Algorithm 1) described in detail
in [5], and the well-known algorithm GreenSlot [19]. In the
Best-Fit algorithm, the IT and electrical managements are not
jointly considered. Instead, the IT workloads are scheduled
while taking into account energy availability. With Greenslot,
we implemented its ‘‘GreenVarPrices’’ version with several
simplifications and modifications, making the configurations
of machine and workload comparable with the two other
algorithms. The modifications are: (i) the renewable energy
availability is predicted without error, (ii) the task execution
time is predefined, (iii) we still schedule a task after its due
date, and (iv) a machine can execute multiple jobs at once.
We ran the experiments on a local computer that has one
Intel R© processor 2.20GHz with 4 cores, and 8.27GB mem-
ory. The workload includes 312 jobs of batch and service.
We denote ε as the distance threshold between the ITDM
profile and PDM profile. This threshold is used to adjust the
stopping criterion of the negotiation algorithm.

In Table 2, we show the performances of the three algo-
rithms on average execution time (avg. exe. time), average
profile distance (avg. prof. dist.), average utility (avg. util.),
total utility (tot. util.), and average overall SLA violation
(avg. over. SLA violat.). The utility associated with each
profile is the monetary benefit that this profile provides to
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the ITDM or PDM. The total utility is the sum of ITDM and
PDM utility; they are all in Euro. SLA violation is the per-
centage of violated jobs, i.e., due date violation for batch jobs
and resource under-provisioning for service jobs. The table
shows that the negotiation algorithm outperforms the two
others in terms of utility and SLA violation. However, since
the negotiation algorithm is an iterative approach, instead
of a one-shot approach, it requires longer execution time.
In addition, with a lower distance threshold, we obtain better
results of profile distance, utility and SLA violation, but at the
cost of a higher execution time. The PDM with the Best-Fit
algorithm achieves negative utility because this method only
considers IT scheduling. Note that the profile distances of
the Best-Fit and Greenslot are not shown because these two
methods produce only one profile.

VII. RELATED WORK
The high adoption in the usage of cloud datacenter by
both private and public initiatives has increased significantly.
In 2010, datacenters were consuming about 1.3% of world’s
electricity [36]. This high energy consumption results not
only in large electricity costs but also incurs high carbon
emissions [15]. To cope with this problem, several efforts
have been conducted, mainly aiming to optimize the IT load
placement, and to power datacenters partially with renew-
able energy sources. In this section, we present some of
these initiatives separated in renewable-related approaches
and projects (such as DATAZERO) that tackle this problem.

A. RENEWABLE ENERGY RELATED APPROACHES
Several works in the literature, such as the ones presented in
the survey of Kong and Liu [35], aim to reduce the energy
consumption of datacenters, or increase the renewable part.
Here, we focus on the ones that are closely related to the
DATAZERO project, and how they compare to it.

The research from Goiri et al., comprising GreenSlot [19],
GreenHadoop [22], GreenSwitch [21] and Parasol [20],
focuses on building research platforms for green datacenters.
GreenSlot is a batch job scheduler for a datacenter powered
by photo-voltaic panels and the electrical grid, whereas
GreenHadoop is a framework that deals with MapReduce
jobs. Both aim at maximizing the green energy consumption.
Parasol is a prototype of a green datacenter with solar energy,
batteries, and net metering. Additionally, the authors intro-
duced GreenSwitch, a dynamic scheduler for workload and
energy sources.

Some authors focus on maximizing the renewable energy
usage in order to reduce the brown part, such as [43] which
considers scheduling with resources over-commitment, [44]
considering opportunistic usage of on-site renewable energy
sources, [1] and [7] that consider shift of the workload
according to the weather condition forecast, and [62] which
migrate and consolidate the workload to keep the power
discharge level at a level considered acceptable. In [23],
Grange et al. propose a scheduling approach which considers
the preferences of an abstract power infrastructure for a given

planned power consumption. This preference indicator can
reflect the usage of renewable energy, but the approach does
not require prior knowledge of the way it is computed nor of
the power infrastructure model.

Other authors such as [18], [32], [38], [39] and [52] focus
on multi-objective approaches. The objectives vary, in some
cases aiming at minimizing the energy consumption and
the tasks violations [32], others at reducing the difference
between available and consumed power, while maintaining
the Quality of Service [52]. Some approaches [38], [39] also
consider the grid electricity price in an approach that aims to
minimize the cost and maximize the green energy consump-
tion, or in the last case also aiming at minimizing the tasks
makespan.

When compared to DATAZERO, the previously mentioned
approaches are primarily focused on the IT side, with only
a few information on the power side, such as the forecasted
renewable production. At the exception of [23], these works
aim to solve the problem in a centralized way, often without
taking any decision for the electrical infrastructure which
is considered as passive. Only [23] explicitly considers a
separated management of the power infrastructure to avoid
a central optimization, but without proposing power-side
optimization methods and with an approach limited to batch
tasks. While a few of them, such as [20], use a more detailed
electrical model and take into consideration the battery charg-
ing state, the proposed centralized optimization method is
unpractical or not always feasible for larger datacenters with
thousands of machines and multiple energy storage elements.
To tackle this problem, DATAZERO introduces a negotiation
loop with a decentralized optimization of IT and power.

Several works aim at the design and implementation
of more efficient datacenters. Some focused on matching
renewable energy supply and demand/load in a certain time
period [2], [42], evaluating traces of real datacenters and key
metrics to make them more sustainable [41], or enabling
carbon-constrained approaches with the aid of batteries and
renewable energy [40]. DATAZERO proposes not only a
more sustainable datacenter, but also a breakthrough infras-
tructure where all the energy comes from local renewable
energy sources, while dealing with the challenges that it
brings. Moreover, it proposes a running middleware able to
mix simulation and real platforms for both IT and Power
sides. This gives more possibilities to easily explore alterna-
tive scenarios, test alternative computing or power delivery
components.

In more recent studies, some authors [5], [33] and [59]
focus on datacenters powered only by renewable energy,
with no connection to the grid. [33] minimizes makespan
in HPC tasks, while [5] minimizes the number of due date
violations for batch tasks, in both cases constrained by a
power envelope. Sharma et al. [59] propose a more optimistic
approach where web applications would not suffer from the
regular on/off power cycles of the machines (called Blink
by the authors), while still constrained only by renewable
energy. In these terms, the DATAZERO approach introduces
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a negotiation loop, not forcing the IT part only to adapt, but
trying to find the best compromise between IT and power
parts. By using different time horizons for the negotiation,
it can also balance short-term decision with a long-term opti-
mization goal. Furthermore, we consider application phases
for a finer tuning of power demands over the time. We also
consider application degradation in a more realistic manner
and the impact that a degradation would cause for the user
side.

Other existing approaches consider a ‘‘follow the
renewable’’ concept [45], [46], by balancing the load among
several datacenters and using the right mix of renewable
energies. While DATAZERO considers only a single data-
center with local renewable sources, these are complementary
approaches that may be used as a base to extend DATAZERO
to multiple, geographically distributed datacenters.

B. EXISTING PROJECTS
In this subsection, we focus on projects in the same line
as DATAZERO that aim at integrating renewable energy in
datacenters. Projects such as GreenDataNet [24] provides a
detailed study of necessary hardware, software and predic-
tion models to efficiently integrate local PV resources into
datacenters. From the IT perspective, the researchers use a
correlation-aware VM placement (based on CPU load) which
also aims at minimizing the energy consumption.

The DC4Cities [34] project considers a smart city with
multiple datacenters connected to a smart grid. The idea is
to reorganize the workload to match the shape of renew-
able energy available. The project also introduces two new
metrics to evaluate effectiveness of software execution and
renewable energy efficiency, a greedy algorithm that optimize
task placement in DC under a power budget and an energy
management system that acts as mediator between DC and
the energy system.

RenewIT [57] presents a simulation tool to evaluate the
energy performance of different technical solutions integrat-
ing renewable energy sources in several climate regions,
reducing the carbon footprint of datacenters. The projects
also contemplates the redistribution of VMs and consoli-
dation of hosts using a constraint satisfaction library (Clo-
pla) that is periodically called aiming to minimize energy
consumption.

EPOC [3] focuses on energy-aware task execution from the
hardware to the application’s components, in the context of
a mono-site and small datacenter connected to the regular
electric grid and to local-renewable-energy sources (wind
turbines or solar panels). The project considers VMmigration
and host consolidation in order to reduce energy consump-
tion.

SeDuCe [14] (Sustainable Data Centers: Bring Sun, Wind
and Cloud Back Together) aims to design an experimental
infrastructure dedicated to the study of datacenters with low
energy footprint. The idea of the project is to adapt the
workload to the available amount of energy, coming from
solar panels, wind turbines and batteries.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced DATAZERO, a project
aiming to provide consistent solutions for ensuring high avail-
ability of IT services and avoiding unnecessary redundancies,
under the constraints of the intermittent nature of green power
and services flows. The main originality of the project is
to propose a negotiation module, between the IT and power
control, that aims at finding a trade-off between the objectives
and constraints of both parts instead of trying to solve a global
optimization problem. To make this negotiation possible,
we propose accurate electrical and IT models: we detailed
the necessary need for electrical sources profiling, including
advanced features like aging, Cloud application phases and
degradation modes, IT server power and performance mod-
eling and analysis. We then showed how optimizing such
an infrastructure can be tackled both from the electrical and
the IT point of view and how those two interact through
the negotiation process. Last, we exhibited our proposal for
a middleware based on ActiveMQ able to mix at once full
simulations (using a Datacenter Workload simulator and a
Power Simulator), experiments on real platforms (real power
sources and IT servers running Openstack) and emulations
(PHIL).

Future work consists in evaluating the different models
and run experiments on the middleware platform, in order
to assess the quality of the models and the robustness of the
optimization algorithms coping with the uncertainty of power
production and service demands. The negotiation algorithm
itself must be tuned and several approaches, such as game
theory, are assessed. Further, the introduction of uncertainty
in the decision process or aging models for the components to
take more reliable decisions will be two interesting research
problems.
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